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Abstract

The 3rd-order upstream advection scheme for scalars on the Voronoi C-grid, once introduced by Skamarock and Gassmann

(2011), is applied to horizontal momentum advection. A prerequisite is that the 2nd-order momentum advection is available in

advection form for a trivariate coordinate system, so that the higher order terms can be formulated as an add-on. Three key

ingredients for a successful application are (i) the determination of the advecting velocity, (ii) the determination of directional

Laplacians of wind components and (iii) the determination of the upstream direction. The scheme is tested in two settings, a

shallow water framework on the regular hexagonal mesh and the baroclinic wave test on the sphere, where the mesh is slightly

deformed. In both cases, the trailing ripples and waves known to represent dispersion errors are impressively reduced. If they are

not removed, they can lead to spurious excitation of gravity waves or wavy vorticity patterns. After upscale error growth, they

can no longer be identified as a result of numerical errors. The effects of the 3rd-order upstream add-on and a Smagorinsky

diffusion are compared. The Smagorinsky model reduces the amplitude of the mentioned waves, but does not erase them.

With regard to the dissipation properties, the Smagorinsky diffusion is in accordance with the 2nd law of thermodynamics and

dissipation is locally only positive. In contrast, dissipation can be locally negative in runs with the 3rd-order upstream add-on.

Therefore, physical and numerical requirements cannot be fulfilled simultaneously.
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Key Points:5

• Third-order momentum advection alleviates dispersion errors and avoids spuri-6

ously generated gravity waves in atmosphere and ocean models.7

• Advection is split into a second-order part and a higher order diffusive/antidiffusive8

add-on. This allows for energy conservation.9

• Trivariate coordinate lines or their appoximations on distorted grids are necessary10

for the technical realization on the hexagonal C-grid.11
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Abstract12

The 3rd-order upstream advection scheme for scalars on the Voronoi C-grid, once13

introduced by Skamarock and Gassmann (2011), is applied to horizontal momentum ad-14

vection. A prerequisite is that the 2nd-order momentum advection is available in advec-15

tion form for a trivariate coordinate system, so that the higher order terms can be for-16

mulated as an add-on. Three key ingredients for a successful application are (i) the de-17

termination of the advecting velocity, (ii) the determination of directional Laplacians of18

wind components and (iii) the determination of the upstream direction. The scheme is19

tested in two settings, a shallow water framework on the regular hexagonal mesh and20

the baroclinic wave test on the sphere, where the mesh is slightly deformed. In both cases,21

the trailing ripples and waves known to represent dispersion errors are impressively re-22

duced. If they are not removed, they can lead to spurious excitation of gravity waves or23

wavy vorticity patterns. After upscale error growth, they can no longer be identified as24

a result of numerical errors. The effects of the 3rd-order upstream add-on and a Smagorin-25

sky diffusion are compared. The Smagorinsky model reduces the amplitude of the men-26

tioned waves, but does not erase them. With regard to the dissipation properties, the27

Smagorinsky diffusion is in accordance with the 2nd law of thermodynamics and dissi-28

pation is locally only positive. In contrast, dissipation can be locally negative in runs with29

the 3rd-order upstream add-on. Therefore, physical and numerical requirements cannot30

be fulfilled simultaneously.31

Plain Language Summary32

This paper deals with precise calculation methods for the transport of wind. These33

have been applied to the quadrilateral grid, which is similar to our geographical coor-34

dinates. Here, for the first time, we apply them to the hexagonal C-grid which means35

that the wind variables are given as being perpendicular to the edges of slightly deformed36

hexagons or pentagons. With such a grid covering the sphere, the areas of these poly-37

gons are almost equal, even at the poles. The inaccuracy of the standard calculation method38

for wind transport is expressed by the generation of ’gravity waves’ in the upstream di-39

rection of the flow. Because they may travel long distances in the atmosphere, they may40

alter the flow at distant regions. With the new method, these deceptive waves can be41

largely avoided. This new calculation method has a term which signifies a global kinetic42

energy loss, which is converted into heat. However, this heating can be locally negative,43

which is against the 2nd law of thermodynamics. This paper completes the set of nu-44

merical methods on hexagonal C-grids and shows it to be fully equivalent to methods45

on quadrilateral C-grids, with the advantage of having quasi-uniform grid areas over the46

globe.47

1 Introduction48

During the last two decades, numerical modeling of atmosphere and ocean has en-49

countered a development boost. Especially the use of finite volume models which are not50

prone to the pole problem trap has matured. Such models work on the collocated oc-51

tahedral grid (Kühnlein et al., 2019) or the collocated geodesic grid (Subich, 2018) or52

on staggered geodesic C-grids (Skamarock et al., 2012; Dubos et al., 2015; Zängl et al.,53

2015; Gassmann, 2013; Zhang et al., 2019; Ringler et al., 2013; Korn, 2017; Herzfeld et54

al., 2020). The advantage of finite volume methods on geodesic grids is the the better55

compatibility with the physics parameterizations because they allow for cleary defined56

subgid-scale fluxes. This is also central for exchanges between the Earth System com-57

ponents. Remapping between physics and dynamics grids is thus not needed, and the58

perception of physics and dynamics becomes seamless. The price to pay for such a fi-59

nite volume concept is that higher order accuracy for advection processes requires spe-60

cial efforts on geodesic grids. C-staggered models are currently only partially equipped61
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with higher order advection operators, namely only for scalar variables (Skamarock &62

Gassmann, 2011; Zängl et al., 2015; Miura & Skamarock, 2013) but not for the wind vec-63

tor. The need for higher than second order advection methods is urgent, because the well-64

known detrimental dispersion errors of the group velocity in any geophysical variable (Durran,65

2010) may initiate spurious gravity waves. Such gravity waves may then be perceived66

by the model as physical reality (Gassmann, 2021) and they may travel over long dis-67

tances into the middle atmosphere, where they are initiating further dynamical feedback.68

Gravity waves themselves are the best numerically modelled in their behaviour when choos-69

ing a C-grid discretization (Randall, 1994).70

Currently, C-grid discretizations on geodesic grids are available as triangular and71

hexagonal C-grid variants. Inspecting the dispersion relation of gravity waves has revealed72

that the hexagonal C-grid exhibits similar numerical wave propagation properties as the73

well-understood quadrilateral C-grid (Thuburn, 2008; Gassmann, 2011). In contrast, the74

triangular C-grid features a spurious artificial checkerboard mode in the divergence which75

has to be controlled by filtering, which is differently achieved in the ICON atmosphere76

(Zängl et al., 2015) and ocean (Korn, 2017) models and which contradicts the original77

intention of choosing a C-grid discretization. The triangular C-grid exhibits another draw-78

back which concerns the degree to which a numerical equivalence between the vector in-79

variant and the momentum advection form may be obtained. This is essential, because80

the Hollingsworth instability (Hollingsworth et al., 1983) as a non-linear instability of81

the momentum advection discretisation can be traced back to this numerical non-equivalence.82

This instability expresses itself as spurious small-scale disturbances in the divergence field83

and is not at first related to vorticity dynamics. It may severely disturb the ability of84

a model to reproduce realistic dynamics even in today’s quadrilateral models (Soontiens85

& Allen, 2017). It is impossible to derive an equivalence between the vector-invariant86

and the advection form for the triangular C-grid. On the side of the hexagonal C-grid,87

also the vector invariant form has been known first (Thuburn et al., 2009; Ringler et al.,88

2010) (hereafter TRiSK), but Gassmann (2018) (hereafter G18) demonstrated that the89

equivalence between the advection form and the vector invariant form can be obtained.90

This is essential, since we need the advection form for another reason, and this is the main91

topic of the present contribution: We need it for constructing higher order momentum92

advection. Higher order advection methods need at least the definition of an upstream93

direction and a coordinate line on which the corrections to the centered difference ap-94

proach may be computed. Before this advection form was known, upstream advection95

was only available on the level of the indirectly available vorticity equation (Ringler et96

al., 2010; Weller, 2012), not on the level of the horizontal momentum equation itself.97

Skamarock and Gassmann (2011) (hereafter SG11) established a 3rd-order flux form98

advection method for scalars on the Voronoi C-grid. The flux at an edge can be sepa-99

rated into two ingredients, a second order flux and an additional term that ensures higher100

order accuracy. In case fo the 3rd-order scheme, the latter is formulated using a direc-101

tional Laplacian which is computed in the upstream cell. The scheme can be formally102

augmented to fourth order by averaging the directional Laplacians of both sides of the103

edges. The intention of the present paper is to carry this method over to horizontal mo-104

mentum advection. Several pitfalls complicate this effort for the Voronoi C-grid. It is105

unclear, at first glance, what the reference cell is, it is unclear, what the edge-normal ad-106

vective velocity is, and it is unclear how to compute the directional Laplacians of the ve-107

locity components.108

The strategy I follow here is to leave the second order momentum advection in the109

vector invariant form as it is. Thereby I rely on the proof already given in G18 that there110

exists an approximate equivalence to the second order advective form. A short parap-111

graph below will discuss that the terms which spoil the exact equivalence do not give raise112

to the danger of the Hollingsworth instability. This allows me then focusing only on the113

higher order correction flux terms. The divergence of these correction fluxes can be cast114
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Figure 1. Left: The naming convention for the grid entities used in this paper. The area

enclosed by the red dashed lines is the reference area for edge 1e. The edges are annotated with

their coordinate line number {1,2,3} and a marker (ul=upper left, ur=upper right, ll=lower left,

lr=lower right) with respect to the edge 1e. The neighboring cells to edge 1e are c1 ad c2. Mid-

dle: The trivariate coordinate system with {1,2,3}-coordinate lines. Right: The rhombi on which

the vorticities are defined. With respect to the grid nomenclature on in the left picture, the blue,

red and gray hatched rhombi are defined on the edges 3ul, 1e and 2ur, respectively. Note that

they are overlapping.

as a divergence of the stress tensor, but the components of the stress tensor are then not115

shear and strain deformations, but those higher order flux corrections. Consequently, this116

tensor violates the 2nd law of thermodynamics, which says that the kinetic energy dis-117

sipation into heat must be positive at every point. As discussed in Gassmann (2021), all118

higher order upstream formulations for scalars share the same property of exhibiting pos-119

itive and negative local dissipation rates – where clearly the positive dissipation dom-120

inates on the global scale. The combination of diffusive and anti-diffusive properties within121

higher order operators is a side effect of the more well-known goal of higher order schemes,122

namely the mitigation numerical wave dispersion errors associated with 2nd-order ac-123

curate schemes. Thus, formally, numerical aspects and physical aspects are associated124

with different goals that cannot be brought to match. The reason for this behaviour lies125

in the very heart of the nature of discretizations on not yet converged scales. Only for126

DNS scales the viscosity operator is becoming locally so dominant that it offsets the neg-127

ative effects of numerically introduced anti-diffusive fluxes. The formulation of the up-128

stream add-on in the mathematical structure of a stress tensor allows for the budget-129

ing of the total energy: dissipated (and anti-dissipated) energy is fed back to the inter-130

nal energy.131

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes third order upstream mo-132

mentum advection for a regular hexagonal C-grid. Section 3 generalizes this method to133

the slightly deformed mesh case. Section 4 discusses results of test cases for the equi-134

lateral shallow water model and for the ICON-IAP model (Gassmann, 2013) run for the135

baroclinic wave test case. Section 5 concludes the paper.136

2 Momentum advection on a regular hexagonal C-grid137

2.1 Repetition of the G18 scheme138

Figure 1, left, displays the grid entities for a regular equilateral hexagonal C-grid139

mesh, which are used in this paper. The base vectors pointing into the directions {1, 2, 3}140

establish a trivariate coordinate system (Figure 1, middle panel). The peculiarity of the141

hexagonal C-grid mesh is that this coordinate system is overspecified. The three base142

vectors are linearly dependent, and hence the associated measure numbers for the ve-143
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locity components must remain linear dependent during time stepping, too. If linear de-144

pendency is not met, Gassmann (2011, 2018) demonstrated that a checkerboard pattern145

will appear in the triangle vorticity field. The linear dependency condition poses two con-146

straints on the spatial discretisation procedure for the vector invariant form of the gen-147

eralized Coriolis term in the linearized limit. First, the TRiSK reconstruction of the tan-148

gential wind must be employed. Second, vorticities on distinct positions have to be prop-149

erly combined with the tangential wind reconstruction (G18). To get an impression how150

both constraints are combined, consider Figure 1, right. It displays the rhombi on which151

relevant vorticities for the vorticity flux term are defined. They are all positioned on edges.152

The energy-conserving G18 scheme means practically that rhombus vorticities ζe at 3-153

positions (e. g. 3ul, blue) should be combined with 2-position velocity components (e. g. 2ul154

and 2ur) contributing to tangential wind reconstructions at 1e and vice versa.155

It is now important to find an at least approximate discrete equivalence between156

the vector invariant and the advection form. In the continuous case it is easily found for157

the trivariate coordinate system158

i1 · (−kζ × vh −∇hKh) = −2

3
(u1∂1u1 + u2∂2u1 + u3∂3u1) . (1)

Here, ui are the horizontal wind vector components of vh for the specified coordinate159

lines, Kh is the kinetic energy of the horizontal wind, k is the vertical unit vector, i1 is160

the unit vector in 1-direction, ∇h is the horizontal gradient operator, and ∂i are the par-161

tial derivatives along the specified coordinate lines.162

With the above described generalized Coriolis term and a kinetic energy formula-163

tion as in Sadourny (1975) the discrete equivalent of (1) is to be found as (refer to G18,164

equation (36))165

2ζ3u2
1
2
+ ζ̂3u2

1⊥
− 2ζ2u3

1
2
− ζ̂2u3

1⊥

3
√
3

− δ1

(
u21

1
+ u22

2
+ u23

3

3

)

= −2

3

(
u1

1δ1u1
1
+ ũ2

1
δ2u1

2

+ ũ3
1
δ3u1

3
)
+
d2

18

(
δ2(δ1u2)

2 + δ3(δ1u3)
2
)

(2)

Here, the overline signifies an ordinary arithmethic mean of two values along a coordi-166

nate line, e. g.167

u1c2
1 = (u1e + u1r)/2 (3)

the tilde signifies an arithmethic mean of two values where the value which is closer to168

the target edge 1e enters with its double weight, e. g.169

ũ2u
1
= (u2ul + 2u2ur)/3 (4)

and the hat marks a special average perpendicular to the 1-direction, e. g.170

ζ̂3u2
1⊥

= (ζ3lru2ll + ζ3ulu2ur)/2 (5)

The δi-operators are ordinary centered difference derivatives over the dual edge length171

d, which is the length of one edge of a dual triangle. Later we will also need the primal172

edge length l, which is the length of one edge of a hexagon, and relates to the dual edge173

length as l = d/
√
3.174

2.2 Discussion of the potential danger of the Hollingsworth instability175

It is remarkable that (2) indeed features the requested advection form in the first176

term on the right. The only difference to the well known discretisation on the compa-177

rable quadrilateral C-grid is that the advecting velocities are averaged with the tilde av-178

erage (4), if the advection is in 2- or 3-direction. The additional second term on the right179
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of (2) is unexpected and seems to be hardly interpretable in the form in which it is given.180

In the following, it will be scrutinized with respect to a potential danger of the Hollingsworth181

instability.182

The Hollingsworth instability occurs only in the vector invariant form of the mo-183

mentum equation, because terms in the vorticity flux term and in the kinetic energy gra-184

dient term do not cancel each other. For example on a quadrilateral mesh, −u∂yu+∂yu2/2185

does not cancel out in the numerical realization of the v-equation. Therefore the insta-186

bility occurs already when the model’s task is keeping a zonal flow in balance, hence keep-187

ing a zero v. A vertical shear acts then as an amplifier of the instability, as was demon-188

strated by Gassmann (2013). This severe amplification in a 3-dimensional atmosphere189

is not present in shallow water flow, and therefore this instability is hard to detect in two-190

dimensional setups. One has use tiny fluid depths in order to initiate it (Hollingsworth191

et al., 1983).192

When considering the vorticity equation, it is unimportant whether terms between193

the gradient of the kinetic energy and the generalized Coriolis term cancel out or not:194

the curl of a gradient vanishes anyway in the continuous equation and also in its C-grid195

discretisation. But for the horizontal divergence D equation, this cancellation is impor-196

tant. Therefore here we discuss the role, which the additional second terms on the right197

of (2) play in the divergence equation alone198

∂tD|add terms =
d2

18
(δ1(δ2(δ1u2)

2 + δ3(δ1u3)
2)

δ2(δ3(δ2u3)
2 + δ1(δ2u1)

2)

δ3(δ1(δ3u1)
2 + δ2(δ3u2)

2)). (6)

This expression is now rearranged by swapping the sequence of derivatives. It gives then199

∂tD|add terms =
d2

18
(δ1(δ2(δ2u1)

2 + δ3(δ3u1)
2)

δ2(δ1(δ1u2)
2 + δ3(δ3u2)

2)

δ3(δ1(δ1u3)
2 + δ2(δ2u3)

2)). (7)

Under this perspective, it looks like the second term of (2) could actually be replaced200

with201

d2

18

(
δ2(δ1u2)

2 + δ3(δ1u3)
2
)
⇒ d2

18

(
δ2(δ2u1)

2 + δ3(δ3u1)
2)
)
. (8)

This is clearly not the case in the momentum equation, but from the perspective of the202

divergence equation, this replacement could have been occurred in the momentum equa-203

tion. Hence, here, we see that this expression looks like a diffusion along the coordinate204

axes 2 and 3 with diffusion coefficients ν proportional to a part of the local shear, e. g.205

ν → δ2u1 d
2/18 and ν → δ3u1 d

2/18. This is in some sense similar to a diffusion, but206

the diffusion coefficient is not automatically positive, but might have either sign, and there-207

fore in the mean, these additional terms are not diffusive. We know that the whole scheme208

is in fact energy conserving.209

Generalizing the knowledge from the quadrilateral grid to a general case means that210

non-cancellations of terms containing velocity components which are not parallel to the211

prognostic wind component constitute the spoiling effects. When looking at the last group212

of terms in (2) this seems to be indeed the case. So, in the equation for the 1-component213

some differences of 2- and 3- components appear. But the reformulation (8) reveals that214

the differences appear as differences of the same component, hence in the 1-component215

equation the additional differences are again differences of the 1-component. The refor-216

mulation (8) does not mingle errors in one wind component into errors of another one.217

In conclusion we state that the additional terms in (2) are not problematic with respect218

to a potential numerical non-cancellation instability as firstly described in Hollingsworth219

et al. (1983).220
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2.3 Third order upstream scheme for momentum221

The flux formulation for higher order fluxes of scalars ψ of SG11 is repeated here.222

The scalar flux across an edge reads223

F (ψ)e = ϱeue

(
ψc1 + ψc2

2
− 1

12
(δ2xψc1 + δ2xψc2) + sign(ue)

β

12
(δ2xψc2 − δ2xψc1)

)
(9)

if the edge e normal points from cell c1 to cell c2. The normal wind component and the224

density at this edge are ue and ϱe, respectively. The coefficient β = 1 delivers the third225

order flux, whereas β = 0 gives the fourth order flux. The directional Laplacians δ2xψc226

are here defined without dividing by the squared grid point distances. The first term in227

parentheses serves delivering the second order flux, and the rest is the higher-order add-228

on.229

When transferring this viewpoint to the momentum advection, we consider the sec-230

ond order advection to be already treated within the vector invariant context as layed231

down in section 2.1. Hence, only the terms with the directional Laplacians are to be ad-232

justed for higher order momentum advection as well as the actual advecting velocity. Re-233

garding the latter, we noted that for the 2- and 3-directions transport of the 1-component,234

the advective velocity is actually the tilde-averaged velocity. At the target edge 1e we235

have the following advective tendency along the 2-direction236

∂tu1e = . . .− 2

3

(
1

2

(
u2ul + 2u2ur

3

u1ul − u1e
d

+
u2lr + 2u2ll

3

u1e − u1lr
d

))
. (10)

An astonishing feature here is that the velocities at the edges 3ul and 3lr are not the237

same if seen from the perspectives of the target edges 1e and 1ul, respectively. Seen from238

the perspective of the target edge 1e, the edge normal velocity at edge 3ul is (u2ul+2u2ur)/3.239

However, the perspective of the target edge 1ul delivers the edge normal velocity to be240

(2u2ul+u2ur)/3. When focusing on a flux form formulation of the higher order correc-241

tion terms of advection, the fluxes must be continuous at the edges of a reference cell.242

We follow here a strategy that takes the average of both perspectives for the higher or-243

der correction fluxes. This is then just half the sum of u2ul and u2ur.244

Practically, the higher order flux correction can be cast in a form which is similar245

to the divergence of a momentum diffusion tensor. G18 has given such a general momen-246

tum diffusion formulation for the hexagonal mesh, which reads in the trivariate coordi-247

nate system248  ∂tu1
∂tu2
∂tu3

 = −1

ϱ
(∂1, ∂2, ∂3) ·

 G11−23 G12 G31

G12 G22−31 G23

G31 G23 G33−12

 (11)

where the Gij and Gii−jk are negative shear and strain deformations multiplied with some249

dynamic viscosity1. The tensor used therein exhibits the usual properties of symmetry250

and invariance to solid body rotation usually put as physical constraints. Seen from the251

side of a numerical discretisation, such a symmetric positive definite tensor approach is252

only meaningful for the case when numerical dispersion errors would be negligible and253

a physical reality can be imposed for the dissipation scale. Since dispersion errors of the254

shortest resolvable waves are appearing in the upstream direction (Durran, 2010), we have255

to use a tensor which deviates from the pure physical principles and takes this upstream256

direction into account. We have to acknowledge the fact that numerical errors and phys-257

ical principles are interfering here in inextricable contradiction. Nevertheless, the ten-258

sor formulation is very helpful in the sense that the dissipated kinetic energy which is259

1 The exact shapes of the deformations are given in G18, but are irrelevant for the current argumenta-

tion line.
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finally converted into heat can be retrieved easily also in the discretised case. It gives260

ε = −G11−23∂1u1 −G22−31∂2u2 −G33−12∂3u3

−G12(∂1u2 + ∂2u1)−G31(∂3u1 + ∂1u3)−G23(∂2u3 + ∂3u2) (12)

Clearly, for a positive-definite symmetric tensor, this gives a positive number and is thus261

in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics in every point. In a strict phys-262

ical sense, this energy is not directly converted into heat, but it is the shear production263

that enters the TKE-equation. Only after processed within the TKE-equation, the re-264

spective energy is dissipated in the molecular sense. As we shall see, the posititivity of265

dissipation will only be met in the mean for the upstream add-on, but not pointwise.2266

Now, let us return to (9) and cast the higher order correction terms in the previ-267

ously described tensor form. The non-dimensional directional Laplacian along a coor-268

dinate line is easy to obtain: It reads for the j-velocity components δ2i uj = uji+1−2uji+269

uji−1 where the indices i are counted along the coordinate line direction i. For the equa-270

tion at the target edge 1e this reads271

∂tu1e = · · · − 1

ϱ̄1|1e
2

3

1

d
(

+ϱu1
1|c2(−

1

12
(δ21u1|1r + δ21u1|1e) + sign(u1

1|c2)
β

12
(δ21u1|1r − δ21u1|1e))

−ϱu11|c1(−
1

12
(δ21u1|1e + δ21u1|1l) + sign(u1

1|c1)
β

12
(δ21u1|1e − δ21u1|1l))

+ϱu2
1|3ul(−

1

12
(δ22u1|1ul + δ22u1|1e) + sign(u2

1|3ul)
β

12
(δ22u1|1ul − δ22u1|1e))

−ϱu21|3lr(−
1

12
(δ22u1|1e + δ22u1|1lr) + sign(u2

1|3lr)
β

12
(δ22u1|1e − δ22u1|1lr))

+ϱu3
1|2ll(−

1

12
(δ23u1|1ll + δ23u1|1e) + sign(u3

1|2ll)
β

12
(δ23u1|1ll − δ23u1|1e))

−ϱu31|2ur(−
1

12
(δ23u1|1e + δ23u1|1ur) + sign(u3

1|2ur)
β

12
(δ23u1|1e − δ23u1|1ur))

) (13)

Later, on a deformed mesh, the direct differences along the 2 and 3 directions are272

not available. To eliminate this difficulty, the higher order correction in the 2 and 3 di-273

rections are reformulated using a derivative perpendicular to the 1-direction which is taken274

along a primal edge length l275

∂tu1e = · · · − 1

ϱ̄1|1e
1

d
(

+
2ϱu1

1|c2
3

(− 1

12
(δ21u1|1r + δ21u1|1e) + sign(u1

1|c2)
β

12
(δ21u1|1r − δ21u1|1e))

−2ϱu1
1|c1

3
(− 1

12
(δ21u1|1e + δ21u1|1l) + sign(u1

1|c1)
β

12
(δ21u1|1e − δ21u1|1l)) )

− 1

ϱ̄1|1e
1

3l
(

+
2ϱu2

1|3ul√
3

(− 1

12
(δ22u1|1ul + δ22u1|1e) + sign(u2

1|3ul)
β

12
(δ22u1|1ul − δ22u1|1e))

2 The terminus dissipation is so overloaded with different meanings in the literature, that a clear def-

inition is necessary in the present context. Dissipation is here meant in its thermodynamic sense. It is

an irreversible energy loss of kinetic energy which must be fed into the internal energy through energy

conversion. In traditional numerical literature, the terminus dissipation is invoked to the lowest-order

even derivative in the modified equation (Durran (2010), Chapter 3.3.2). The dissipation scale in a kinetic

energy spectrum is another hint on dissipation, can however not directly be translated in a local feature.
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−2ϱu2
1|3lr√
3

(− 1

12
(δ22u1|1e + δ22u1|1lr) + sign(u2

1|3lr)
β

12
(δ22u1|1e − δ22u1|1lr))

+
2ϱu3

1|2ll√
3

(− 1

12
(δ23u1|1ll + δ23u1|1e) + sign(u3

1|2ll)
β

12
(δ23u1|1ll − δ22u1|1e))

−2ϱu3
1|2ur√
3

(− 1

12
(δ23u1|1e + δ23u1|1ur) + sign(u3

1|2ur)
β

12
(δ23u1|1e − δ23u1|1ur))

) (14)

This form is inspired by the form in which we would write down a vector invariant form276

of the momentum diffusion (see G18), namely277

∆u = ∂xD − ∂⊥x ζ
a = ∂xD − ∂⊥x

ζ1 + ζ2 + ζ3
3

(15)

where the averaged vorticity over three vorticities on rhombi, which is stored at vertices278

(triangle midpoints), is actually relevant. This differs from the usual perception of a rel-279

evant vorticity measure as defined on triangles. In the numerical realization of the sec-280

ond term on the target edge 1e, the differences between the ζ1 values would be zero, be-281

cause the same vorticity is once added and once removed, the actual differences of the282

ζ3 (ζ2) values would be between the upper left (right) value and the lower right (left) val-283

ues. The latter feature establishes in fact a difference along the 2 (negative 3) coordi-284

nate line. Hence, this didactic detour leads to the conclusion that the directional Lapla-285

cians in (14) have to be attached to cells in case of the derivatives along the 1-direction286

and to rhombi in case of the derivatives along the 2- and 3- directions.287

3 Deformed mesh case288

3.1 Preliminaries289

The coordinate lines are no longer present in the case of a deformed mesh as we290

encounter it on the sphere. This has the consequences that the following entities which291

appear in (14) have to be determined on a deformed mesh:292

1. the advective velocities293

2. the non-dimensional directional Laplacians294

3. the upstream located non-dimensional directional Laplacians295

The related steps are explained in the following subsections.296

Before turning our attention to the upstream add-on terms, a modification of the297

energy conserving 2nd-order scheme of G18 is shortly discussed here. Namely, if there298

is a significant weight of an edge e′ which is two edges apart from the target edge 1e in299

the TRiSK vector reconstruction, G18 proposed to use the average of the edge vortic-300

ities of the respective edges, namely 1e and e′. Experience suggests that even better re-301

sults can be obtained when instead taking the average of the four rhombus vorticities302

on the respective hexagon edges, which are neither the target edge 1e nor the touched303

edge e′, hence304

ζ1e,e′ |2 edges apart =
1

4

∑
e′′∈c,e′′ /∈{e,e′}

ζe′′ (16)

Namely then, the vorticities entering the generalized Coriolis term are more similar to305

those entering the other edges. For instance, considering Figure 1 and assuming the re-306

construction weight at edge 1l was non-zero, the entering vorticities at 3ul and 2ll are307

already contributing in other terms, and only the vorticities at 2ul and 3ll appear ad-308

ditionally because of the deformed mesh.309
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3.2 Determination of the advective mass fluxes310

The relevant advecting mass flux in the 2- and 3- directions in (14) is, for instance311

at the position 3ul,312

2ϱ̄2u2
1
|3ul√

3
. (17)

When the weights we,e′ of the TRiSK vector reconstruction are available from Thuburn313

et al. (2009), they can be exploited in order to give a consistent reconstruction. Since314

we need a continuous flux over the edge, contributions of the TRiSK vector reconstruc-315

tions as seen from target edges 1e and 1ul enter this formulation. Considering that the316

weights which are two edges away from the target edge contribute with a weight of each317

one half to the weight-adjusted advective velocity to the upper or lower part of the hexagon,318

respectively, a deformed mesh realization gives319

2ϱ̄2u2
1
|3ul√

3
:= 2(w1e,2urϱ̄

2u2ur + w1e,2ulϱ̄
2u2ul +

1

2
w1e,1lϱ̄

1u1l

+w1ul,2urϱ̄
2u2ur + w1ul,2ulϱ̄

2u2ul +
1

2
w1ul,1rϱ̄

1u1r) (18)

A least squares vector reconstruction as laid out in the appendix is used for the vector320

reconstruction in the centers of the hexagons in the coordinate system of the target edge321

1e, hence322

ϱu1e,c :=
2

3

∑
e′∈c

r1e,e′ ϱ̄
e′ue′ (19)

where the reconstruction weights are r1e.e′ .323

3.3 Determination of the non-dimensional directional Laplacians324

G18 explained how a momentum diffusion tensor with local strain and shear de-325

formations may be formulated on the deformed mesh. The generating formula for the326

Smagorinsky (1993) momentum diffusion adapted for the C-grid Voronoi meshes was327

∂tu1e|mom diff =
1

ϱ

(
δdim1 (ϱKcE

1) +
1

3
δ⊥,dim
1 (ϱK2F

1
2 + ϱK3F

1
3 )

)
(20)

where the superscript dim is a reminder that in this formulation the gradients have di-328

mensions in contrast to the non-dimensional Laplacian which we need later. The ⊥-operator329

signifies a finite difference perpendicular to the local edge normal. This corresponds to330

the already given formulation (14). The shear F 1
2 , F

1
3 deformations are located at cen-331

ters of 2- and 3-rhombi. In Figure 1, a typical 2-rhombus is hatched in gray and the 3-332

rhombus is hatched in blue. Strain deformations E1 are located at cell centers. Both types333

of deformations have to be obtained by reconstructions. Parts of this scheme are reused334

here for the determination of the directional gradients. The appendix collects the rel-335

evant reconstructions. Having the directional wind gradients at hand, directional Lapla-336

cians are easy to be obtained. The diffusion coefficients Kc,K2,K3 and the densities are337

then irrelevant and therefore omitted.338

The non-dimensional directional Laplacians are determined via a 3-step method:339

1. Determination of directional wind gradients.340

The directional wind gradients which point into the same direction as the subse-341

quent differentiation are reconstructed with the least squares method. Thus,342

E1 =
2

3
δdimx u|c (21)

F 1
2 = δdimy u|2 (22)

F 1
3 = δdimy u|3 (23)
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are the reconstructed directional gradients in a (x, y)-coordinate which is confined343

to the local target edge 1e, u is then the 1e-edge-normal wind component. Note344

that we have to scale the three directional Laplacians correctly, so that in the equi-345

lateral limit each directional Laplacian occurs with the weight of 2/3. Therefore,346

(21) is multiplied by 2/3, but (22) and (23) are not multiplied because the finite347

difference in the equilateral limit is implicitly taken over the height of a triangle348

h =
√
3d/2, the subsequent finite difference is over the primal edge length l =349

d/
√
3, and the final division is by 3.350

2. Determination of the directional Laplacians on each edge.351

From the given directional gradients directional Laplacians are formed. They are352

stored independently on each target edge. Hence353

δdim11 u1e = δdim1 E1 (24)

δdim22 u1e = δ⊥,dim
1 F 1

3 (25)

δdim33 u1e = δ⊥,dim
1 F 1

2 (= −δ⊥,dim
1 (−F 1∗

2 )) (26)

The expression in braces highlights that the 3-direction and so the y-derivative354

in a more stringent version of F 1∗
2 , where the differentiation is already in the neg-355

ative y-direction, are indeed pointing in the negative perpendicular direction.356

3. Non-dimensionalisation of the directional Laplacians.357

In order to obtain the required non-dimensional Laplacians in the same form as358

it was the case in the scalar advection scheme of SG11, a non-dimensionalisation359

of the directional Laplacians is performed360

δiiu1e = δnon−dim
ii u1e =

3

2
d21eδ

dim
ii u1e (27)

where d21e is the squared grid distance between the adjacent cells at point 1e. Each361

edge stores now three local non-dimensional directional Laplacians δ11u1e, δ22u1e362

and δ33u1e.363

3.4 Determination of the upstream value of the non-dimensional direc-364

tional Laplacians365

The most intricate part of the upstream advection formulation is the determina-366

tion of the upstream direction. Before proceeding we repeat the procedure of SG11 as367

it is there given for scalars ψ. We do this for didactic reasons, and write once again368

F (ψ)e|uc = −ϱue
1

12
((δxxψ|c1 + δxxψ|c2)− sign(ue)β(δxxψ|c2 − δxxψ|c1)) (28)

as an expression for the upstream correction uc-flux. We observe that the second group369

of terms is a non-dimensional directional gradient of the directional Laplacians, whereas370

the first term is just twice their mean. When adapting the scheme to the deformed mesh371

and for momentum components, we find that the velocities appear as reconstructed at372

the edges of the red reference area of Figure 1, which are at the same time the centers373

of cells and rhombi. The directional Laplacians obtained in the previous step are located374

at the edges of these hexagons and rhombi.375

Considering the last term of (28), it is clear that the directional gradient of the di-376

rectional Laplacians has to be obtained in some way at the centers of hexagons and rhombi.377

Two problems arise with this attempt. First, we cannot reuse the directional gradient378

weights from the previous subsection, but have to determine new weights, because two379

additional directional projections have to be taken in account. How this is achieved on380

hexagons and rhombi is explained in the appendix. Second, if we have the directional381

gradient of the directional Laplacians, we need to non-dimensionalise it. But it is un-382

clear which grid distance is to be multiplied then. Another problem is that least square383

reconstructing twice the mean value of the directional Laplacian from the edges of hexagons384
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or rhombi as needed in the first term in (28) does not deliver a simple mean value of two385

opposite edges at one coordinate line in case of a regular mesh. Rather, also other edges386

contribute to the mean in a standard least squares reconstruction.387

In order to circumvent the described problems, the following argumentation is pur-388

sued. The situation is exemplified for the requested term in x-direction at the 1e edge.389

Then the gradient of the directional Laplacians along local 11-directions3 at edges e′ of390

the respective cells is located in the cell centers, and it is obtained with predetermined391

weights g1e,11e′ . The first index of g1e,11e′ refers to the edge generating the coordinate392

system in which the weights are computed and the second index specifies the involved393

edges for reconstructions e′ as well as the double index of the local directional Laplacians.394

Here, in the case of the 11-Laplacians, we have395

δdimx (δxxu)|c = g1e,11eδ1e1eu1e +
∑

1e′∈c,1e′ /∈1e

g1e,11e′δ1e′,1e′u1e′ (29)

The non-dimensionalisation step is invoked by enforcing that the weight at the target396

edge gives 1, hence397

δnon−dim
x (δxxu)|c =

δdimx (δxxu)|c
g1e,11e

= δ1e1eu1e +
∑

1e′∈c,1e′ /∈1e

g1e,11e′

g1e,11e
δ1e′,1e′u1e′ (30)

For the double mean value term we assume that we have a still unknown reconstruction398

weights m1e,11e′ , hence399

2(δxxu)
x
|c = δ1e1eu1e +

∑
1e′∈c,1e′ /∈1e

m1e,11e′δ1e′,1e′ue′ (31)

Combined we can thus write400

F (u1e,c)|uc = −ϱu1e,c
1

12

(
2(δxxu)

x
|c − βsign(u1e,c)γ

out,1e
c δnon−dim

x (δxxu)|c
)

(32)

where γout,1ec = ±1 signifies the positive outward (negative inward) direction with re-401

spect to the cell c at edge 1e. In order to determine the m1e,11e′ -weights, we enforce that402

if u1e,c is positive and β = 1, the directional Laplacian at edge 1e should be recovered403

for the flux on the right cell center c2, so that in this case404

F (u1e,c2 > 0)|β=1
uc = −ϱu1e,c2

1

12
(2δ1e1eu1e) . (33)

Likewise, the flux on the left cell center c1 for a negative velocity should then be405

F (u1e,c1 < 0)|β=1
uc = −ϱu1e,c1

1

12
(2δ1e1eu1e) . (34)

Both of these limit cases deliver for the still undetermined coefficients406

m1e,11e′ = −g1e,11e
′

g1e,11e
. (35)

In fact, this method gives the correct weights when applied for a regular mesh. Finally,407

the rule (32) can be reformulated in a more compact form408

F (u1e,c)|uc = −ϱu1e,c
12

(2δ1e1eu1e − (1 + βsign(u1e,c)γ
out,1e
c )

∑
1e′∈c,1e′ /∈1e

g1e,11e′

g1e,11e
δ1e′,1e′u1e′).

(36)

3 For instance for edge 2ur the local 11-direction is in fact the (-2)(-2)-direction if seen in the coordi-

nate system of the edge 1e. But since all local directional Laplacians from gradients of the strain deforma-

tions E are stored with 11-indices, the code touches only local 11-indexed entities.
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A similar reconstruction procedure as described here can be applied to rhombi, and there-409

fore similar upstream flux corrections can be formulated for all three directions. Then,410

the weights g1e,22e′ and g1e,33e′ have to be precomputed on rhombi. The appendix de-411

scribes how the requested gradients of the directional Laplacians in 2- and 3- directions412

are actually obtained.413

Inserting the fluxes obtained in this way into deformed mesh equivalent of (14) de-414

livers the required upstream add-on terms to momentum advection. They are written415

as416

∂tu1e = · · · − 1

ϱ̄1|1e
1

d
(F (u1e,c2)|uc − F (u1e,c1)|uc)

− 1

ϱ̄1|1e
1

3l
( F (u1e,3ul)|uc − F (u1e,3lr)|uc

+F (u1e,2ll)|uc − F (u1e,2ur)|uc) . (37)

As discussed in (12) for the equilateral grid scheme, we can formulate the kinetic417

energy dissipation which has to be added as a heating to the internal energy equation.418

Here, we can make use of the weights σD
e(c) = leγ

out
e(c)/Ac and σζ

e(r) = deγ
cyclonal
e(r) /Ar419

which are stored as the weights for divergence computation on cells and vorticity com-420

putation on rhombi. The computation of the dissipation consists of several steps. First,421

the dissipation due to the contributions of the fluxes situated on cell centers is obtained422

via423

εc = −
∑
e∈c

ue(max(σD
e(c), 0)F (ue,c1)|uc +min(σD

e(c), 0)F (ue,c2)|uc. (38)

Second, a similar procedure is performed for the rhombi424

εr,1e = u3ul(max(σζ
3ul, 0)F (u3ul,2ur)|uc +min(σζ

3ul, 0)F (u3ul,2ll)|uc)
u2ll(max(σζ

2ll, 0)F (u2ll,3ul)|uc +min(σζ
2ll, 0)F (u2ll,3lr)|uc)

u2ur(max(σζ
2ur, 0)F (u2ur,3ul)|uc +min(σζ

2ur, 0)F (u2ur,3lr)|uc)
u3lr(max(σζ

3lr, 0)F (u3lr,2ur)|uc +min(σζ
3lr, 0)F (u3lr,2ll)|uc) (39)

The results on rhombi are averaged from edges to cells with weighting factors Ar/(6Ac).425

Note that in the upstream corrected fluxes, the first index is the one referring tho the426

actual edge relative to 1e and the second index must be understood as the relative in-427

dex with respect to this actual edge, hence it should not be read off from Figure 1. Only428

in the steps which lead to the momentum diffusion formulation, this actual index was429

always 1e and the relative indices could be read off from Figure 1.430

4 Results431

4.1 SW equilateral mesh case432

Before experimenting with the the full atmosphere on the globe where mesh de-433

formation is present, the character of the proposed scheme is studied for a shallow wa-434

ter model on the equilateral mesh. This problem is the simplest setup that we can spec-435

ify. In contrast to the quasi-linear scalar advection discussed by SG11, the momentum436

advection is by definition a non-linear process. Therefore standard advection tests with437

ideal predefined advective velocities are not really applicable. Rather, the following is-438

sues are worth to be discussed in the case of nonlinear momentum advection:439

• What are the modeled flow differences between the model run with the Smagorin-440

sky diffusion and the upstream add-on?441

• Does one need any special measures to suppress the checkerboard mode in the vor-442

ticities on triangles?443
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Figure 2. Absolute potential vorticity plotted on triangles for the 5000m depth flow. From

top left to bottom right: TRiSK energy conserving scheme, G18 scheme, G18 scheme with

Smagorinsky diffusion, G18 with 3rd order upstream add-on.

• Can we learn more about the danger of the Hollingsworth instability by inspect-444

ing SW dynamics?445

A shallow water model on an equilateral mesh with the dual mesh length of 100446

km is set up in a double periodic channel with 12000 km width and 6000 km length. The447

bottom topography follows a negative cosine profile in the y-direction, so that when choos-448

ing a constant fluid thickness a westerly flow is established in the southern half of the449

domain. Setting the bottom profile to −300 m at the southermost gridline gives about450

15 m/s maximal flow speed. Two experiments are now set up with this configuration,451

one for a fluid thickness of 5000 m and one for a fluid thickness of 0.1 m. The first ex-452

periment is designed such as to trigger a significant vortex formation, whereas the sec-453

ond experiment is intended to study the potential danger of the Hollingsworth instabil-454

ity, which is known to appear for small depths. In order to trigger a vortical flow, the455

fluid depth is perturbed with a 1000 km radius circular shaped thickness surplus of 0.3456

times the fluid depth maximum amplitude. The model is then run for 20 days with a457

timestep of 300 s and RK3 timestepping. Four different configurations for momentum458

advection and generalised Coriolis term treatment are implemented in the shallow wa-459

ter model: The TRiSK energy conserving scheme, the G18 energy conserving scheme with-460

out and with Smagorinsky diffusion, and with the newly proposed 3rd-order upstream461

add-on.462

The results of the 5000 m setup are first discussed. Figure 2 displays the absolute463

potential vorticity on triangles for all configurations. Note that the vorticity on trian-464

gles does not enter in this pure form anywhere in the prognostic equations. But as it is465

often discussed in the literature (Klemp, 2017; Weller, 2012) that the checkerboard pat-466

tern in the vorticity could be problematic, these plots are shown here. Clearly, because467

the vortex flow is strongly non-linear, one cannot expect that the checkerboard pattern468

is absent. As already mentioned, the proof of linear dependency of velocity components469

can only be established in the linear limit. As is seen from Figure 2, all schemes exhibit470

the checkerboard pattern. Out of the four runs, the G18 run without diffusion features471
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Figure 3. Absolute potential vorticity plotted on edges for the 5000m depth flow. From top

left to bottom right: TRiSK energy conserving scheme, G18 scheme, G18 scheme with Smagorin-

sky diffusion, G18 with 3rd order upstream add-on.

more checkerboard pattern than the TRiSK energy conserving scheme. However, prog-472

nostic equations make always use of the vorticities assigned to edges. Hence, when qual-473

itatively judging the potential danger of checkerboard pattern one has to inspect the ab-474

solute potential vorticities on edges. They are displayed in Figure 3. Then, only the TRiSK475

energy conserving scheme shows some small traces of grid scale noise. From these fig-476

ures, it is clear that no detrimental small scale noise arises on the level of edges for all477

of the schemes. Therefore the checkerboard on triangles can be ignored and there is no478

need to defeat these pattern separately as has been suggested by Klemp (2017).479

Much more important than the checkerboard noise on triangles is the formation480

of trailing shortwave perturbations due to well known dispersion errors of centered dif-481

ference schemes. All configurations besides the 3rd-order upstream momentum advec-482

tion indeed feature related problems. The TRiSK and the G18 schemes exhibit typical483

length scales for such ripples starting from 2∆x up to to much larger wavy pattern. This484

spread of scales is due to the nonlinear history of the flow field. That means that after485

a while, larger scale wavy pattern can no longer be attributed by eye interpretation as486

having their origin in a numerical artefact. They start to become a part of what is gen-487

erally interpreted a physical reality. The Smagorinsky diffusion can mitigate the ampli-488

tude of these ripples and waves, but cannot erase them. Here, a dilemma becomes ob-489

vious, Smagorinsky diffusion is always established and discussed as a physically mean-490

ingful measure, but it is almost powerless against numerical artefacts, because it does491

not explicitly fight the origin of those pattern. In contrast and as expected, the 3rd-order492

scheme is almost free of these ripples, the frontal zone which is stretching from south-493

west to northeast is more sharply represented and the minimal PV in the center of the494

cyclone is not eroded.495

The small depth experiment is designed to check whether some of the schemes suf-496

fer from the Hollingsworth instability. As already explained, this is a feature first ap-497

pearing in the divergence field. Therefore, the divergence is inspected in Figure 4. The498

TRiSK energy conserving scheme cannot be recast in momentum advection form. There-499

fore, as expected, the TRiSK energy conserving scheme indeed features severe problems500
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Figure 4. Divergence plotted on cells for the 0.1m depth flow. From top left to bottom right:

TRSK energy conserving scheme, Gassmann (2018) scheme, Gassmann (2018) scheme with

Smagorinsky diffusion, 3rd order upstream advection

in the divergence field. Also the vorticity field is corrupted in this case (not shown). In501

support of the argumentation given in Section 2.2 we conclude that the G18 scheme and502

derived schemes are not prone to the Hollingsworth instability.503

4.2 Dry Atmosphere deformed mesh case504

The ICON-IAP model (Gassmann, 2013, 2018) is run for studying the development505

of a dry baroclinic wave. Initial conditions are described in Gassmann (2019), results are506

shown for the state at day 9. Parameterizations are switched off, besides that one out507

of three runs employs Smagorinsky diffusion for the horizontal wind components, see G18.508

The grid resolution is 60 km, abbreviated with R2B6. 70 levels are used with about 400509

m grid spacing in the vertical in the free troposphere. Three runs are now compared:510

1. a run without diffusion511

2. a run with Smagorinsky diffusion for the horizontal wind, where a background min-512

imum shear is retained.513

3. a run with the 3rd-order upstream add-on for momentum advection514

The vorticity and horizontal divergence field are plotted on cell centers for three515

different heights in Figures 5 and 6. Colors are chosen for the runs with the 3rd-order516

upstream add-on, contours represent either the results without diffusion (left) or with517

Smagorinsky diffusion (right). The first observation is that the position of the fronts is518

almost identical in all cases. The vorticity isolines of runs 1 and 2 are very slightly lagged519

behind the those of run 3. This differs from the case when potential temperature advec-520

tion schemes are compared in SG11, Figure 14. There it had been observed that 2nd-521

order advection of potential temperature lead to a slower developing cyclone compared522

to 3rd-order advection. This is not as much the case when comparing momentum ad-523

vection schemes, and confirms the knowledge that the correct representation of baroclin-524

ity is decisive for a cyclone development. The second observation is that the vorticity525

field as well as the horizontal divergence field exhibit trailing wavy structures, hence typ-526
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Figure 5. Relative vorticity fields comparing the run without diffusion (left, contoured) and

Smagorinsky diffusion (right, contoured) with the 3rd order upstream scheme (colored). The con-

tour intervals are the same as the color intervals. From top to bottom: level 45, 50 and 65 (6000

m, 4100 m and 400 m, respectively).
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Figure 6. Horizontal divergence fields comparing the run without diffusion (left, contoured)

and Smagorinsky diffusion (right, contoured) with the 3rd order upstream scheme (colored). The

contour intervals are the same as the color intervals. From top to bottom: level 45, 50 and 65

(6000 m, 4100 m and 400 m, respectively).
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Figure 7. Properties of the dissipation for Smagorinsky diffusion (left) and the third order

upstream add-on (right) at level 45. Dissipative heating (shear production) ε/ϱ in colors and

frictional kinetic energy change K̇fric in contours have the same interval spacing.

ical dispersion errors, behind the fronts. Their intensities are declining in sequence of527

the three runs. Those ripples do not severely show up in the vorticity field, but become528

dominant in case of the divergence field. Clearly, such structures form wave packets, and529

through general model dynamics they exhibit the characteristic dispersion properties of530

gravity waves, even though those ripples are predominantly not physically generated grav-531

ity waves. The third observation is that the second order scheme develops chaotic near532

grid scale structures in the horizontal divergence field, which are usually intended to be533

defeated by Smagorinsky diffusion. The run with the third-order add-on is far less af-534

fected by such grid-scale noise, only the horizontal divergence field at level 50 is slightly535

affected. Therefore, one can conclude that a model does not need further momentum dif-536

fusion, if the third-order advection scheme for momentum is used. Again, as in the SW-537

case, it should be noted that Smagorinsky diffusion is not able to defeat the trailing dis-538

persion errors of even order advection schemes, because it is not constructed with any539

knowledge about the origin of those errors.540

Interesting to observe are dissipation structures of the runs with Smagorinsky dif-541

fusion and the third order upstream add-on. Two aspects of momentum diffusion aspects542

are compared in the following. The first aspect is the direct effect on the tendency of the543

kinetic energy, which we call K̇fric and the second aspect is the dissipative heating (or544

shear production), which represents the final conversion of dissipated kinetic energy into545

heat ε/ϱ. When mass weighted, both measures integrate finally to the same global val-546

ues, which has been verified. But both measures have quite different local properties, see547

Figure 7. As expected, the Smagorinsky diffusion tends to erase the kinetic energy, only548

small areas at the flanks of the jet feature a slight kinetic energy increase. Dissipative549

heating is always positive and is located at the areas of gradients of kinetic energy loss.550

It is remarkable, that the amplitude of ε/ρ is smaller than the amplitudes in K̇fric even551

though total integrals match. This can be explained by the fact that ε/ρ is a more smoothly552

spread measure. In contrast, the run with the upstream add-on features kinetic energy553

losses and gains with almost equal amplitudes. The gains of kinetic energy are always554

on the downstream side of the jet and the losses on the upstream side. This reflects the555

phase correction done by the third order scheme and explains the above described small556

phase differences in the location of the fronts. As known (Durran, 2010), 2nd-order ad-557

vection has a relatively large phase error compared to higher order schemes. This is re-558

flected by a numerically reproduced slower speed of the initial front and even slower trail-559

ing spikes (Durran (2010), e. g. Fig. 3.7). The total amount of kinetic energy loss is quite560

small. The dissipated energy ε/ϱ is more locally converted into heat in comparison to561
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the Smagorinsky model. It features negative and positive values with a positive global562

mean. This highlights that 3rd-order advection has diffusive and antidiffusive parts, which563

result in dissipative and antidissipative properties. Generally speaking, the antidissipa-564

tive property could be interpreted as energy backscatter in a physical sense, but it is a565

numerical necessity to avoid unphysical trailing ripples.566

The reason for the very different properties of runs 2 and 3 with regard to dissi-567

pation lays in the fact that both schemes work out of two different perspectives. The Smagorin-568

sky model assumes that it represents physics and disregards that the field on which it569

acts has already a numerical errors, but it correctly assumes that it must dissipate en-570

ergy where the flow deformation is high. The decisive deformation in the Smagorinsky571

model is a property of the horizontal 2d-plane, whereas the character of the 3rd-order572

upstream add-on inspects the flow in dependence on the upstream 1d-direction.573

5 Conclusion574

This contribution demonstrates how the 3rd-order upstream scalar advection scheme575

on Voronoi C-grids of SG11 can be generalized to be applicable for horizontal momen-576

tum advection. As outlined in Section 3, this is not a trivial task, because the advection577

velocity, the required directional Laplacian of a specific wind component, and the up-578

stream direction have to be calculated on the deformed mesh. The prerequisite for the579

applicability of this generalization is that the vector-invariant form of momentum ad-580

vection should be as equivalent to the second order momentum advection form as pos-581

sible. It has been shown that a term, which signifies a tiny deviation from this idealiza-582

tion, does not lead to the danger of the Hollingsworth instability. Also, the remaining583

checkerboard pattern of the vorticity on triangles is irrelevant because only vorticities584

on edges enter the computation. Hence there is no need to fight the checkerboard on tri-585

angles explicitly via a further diffusive mechanism.586

The comparison of regular mesh shallow water and deformed mesh dry atmosphere587

runs with several configurations reveals that numerically generated dispersion errors of588

2nd-order schemes with or without Smagorinsky diffusion may trigger gravity waves and589

vorticity disturbances such that the flow far away from the source might be affected. Then,590

it will be impossible to identify the respective structures as being a result of a numer-591

ical error. Smagorinsky diffusion damps the amplitudes of those waves but does not pro-592

hibit their formation. This accomplishes only the 3rd-order add-on.593

The Smagorinsky diffusion and its guaranteed locally positive definite dissipation594

rate is an idealization which requires implicitly a numerical flow without dispersion er-595

rors. So, it may be applicable in other contexts than the finite-volume C-grid environ-596

ments, for instance in spectral models or as a turbulence parameterization which is ap-597

plied in a model with already higher-order upstream momentum advection in the dy-598

namical core. But nevertheless such a dynamical core would feature some antidiffusion599

because of the usage of the upstream advection scheme.600

The 3rd-order upstream scheme avoids not only trailing dispersive ripples, but also601

shifts the position of the fronts of the baroclinic wave slightly to the east. This effect is602

expectable, but negligible.603

The formulation of the momentum advection might be tuned by varying the fac-604

tor 1/12 in (28) to become a bit larger. Such, the diffusion would be slightly enhanced605

and Fromm’s scheme would result if this factor would be set to 1/8. Future research could606

also aim at a blending between Smagorinsky diffusion and the upstream add-on.607

With the present contribution, numerical schemes on the hexagonal C-grid have608

reached full equivalence to comparable schemes on the quadrilateral C-grid. We can say609
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that a development line starting with the kick-off contribution of Thuburn (2008) is about610

to have reached its end.611

Appendix A Reconstruction rules612

Two different reconstruction rules are needed for our purposes:613

1. For velocity vectors and their gradients, namely the advective velocity in the cen-614

ter of a hexagon and the gradients which appear in the deformations E1, F 1
2 , F

1
3 .615

(see equations (21)-(23))616

2. For the gradients of the directional Laplacians in the centers of the hexagons and617

rhombi, respectively.618

A1 Velocity vectors and their gradients619

For the sake consistency with previous work, Appendix A of Gassmann (2018) is620

here recapitulated.621

The Taylor expansion at the rhombus center r for the velocity is622

v = ex(ur +
∂u

∂y
dxr

y − yr
dxr

) + ey(vr +
∂v

∂x
dxr

x− xr
dxr

), (A1)

where ex and ey are the base vectors in the required coordinate system of a target edge;623

ex is the unit normal vector on the edge, and ey is the righthanded tangential vector on624

this target edge. The Taylor expansion omits the terms with the derivatives ∂xu and ∂yv.625

This omission degrades the accuracy of the gradient reconstruction if the mesh is deformed.626

However, the stencil for the gradient reconstruction remains the same as for the vortic-627

ity which is combined with this reconstruction. Peixoto (2016) mentioned a similar degra-628

dation of the accuracy below 2nd order if vorticity or divergence are computed with the629

discrete Stokes or Gauss theorems on deformed meshes. This drawback is inherent to630

all C-grid disretizations on geodesic grids.631

The unknown variables in (A1) are c = {ur, vr, ∂̃yu = ∂yu dxr, ∂̃xv = ∂xv dxr}.632

The weighting of the last two unknowns with a reference length dxr allows the matrix633

to contain values of the same order of magnitude. The distances y−yr and x−xr are634

evaluated as great circle distances on the sphere. Each normal wind component on a cell635

edge is likewise a tangential wind component at a rhombus edge, ue = Ne · v, where636

Ne is the local unit normal vector at an edge. A set of wind components on rhombi are637

combined to the vector u = {ue}. The problem to solve is now638

u =
{
Ne · ex Ne · ey Ne · ex dyi

dxr
Ne · ey dxi

dxr

}
·


ur
vr
∂̃yu

∂̃xv

 . (A2)

This is a matrix equation639

u = M · c. (A3)

The solution of the equation is found by application of a QR decomposition. The solu-640

tion vector is thus641

c = R−1 ·QT · u. (A4)

The required meridional velocity gradient is ∂yu = ∂̃yu/dxr.642

A similar method is used for the least squares reconstruction of the velocity gra-643

dient for a hexagon. Then, the velocity is represented as644

v = ex(uc +
∂u

∂x
dxr

x− xc
dxr

) + ey(vc +
∂v

∂y
dxr

y − yc
dxr

). (A5)
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Here, the expansion terms with the derivatives ∂xv and ∂yu are omitted. The vector u645

contains the normal wind components at the edges of a hexagon. Then, matrix M is no646

longer a square matrix, but there are more knowns than unknowns and a similar solu-647

tion as (A4) gets a least square interpretation.648

A2 Reconstruction of the directional Laplacians649

The reconstruction of the directional Laplacians requires a different procedure than650

above, because we are not dealing with velocities. Therefore, the relations651

∂xxu exexex = ∂x(∂x(uex)ex)ex (A6)

∂yyv eyeyey = ∂y(∂y(vey)ey)ey (A7)

∂nnue NeNeNe = ∂n(∂n(ueNe)Ne)Ne (A8)

have to be taken into acount. Here, a derivative in normal direction Ne is indicated by652

n. In order to reconstruct the gradient of the directional Laplacian on the cells (hexagons653

or pentagons), only the directional Laplacians ∂nnue at every edge are necessary. A Tay-654

lor expansion of the directional Laplacians in the coordinate system of the target edge655

around the cell’s center of a hexagon reads thus656 
δ11ue1
δ22ue2
δ33ue3
δ44ue4
δ55ue5
δ66ue6

 =


(ex ·N1)

3 (ey ·N1)
3 (ex ·N1)

3∆x1 (ey ·N1)
3∆y1

(ex ·N2)
3 (ey ·N2)

3 (ex ·N2)
3∆x2 (ey ·N2)

3∆y2
(ex ·N3)

3 (ey ·N3)
3 (ex ·N3)

3∆x3 (ey ·N3)
3∆y3

(ex ·N4)
3 (ey ·N4)

3 (ex ·N4)
3∆x4 (ey ·N4)

3∆y4
(ex ·N5)

3 (ey ·N5)
3 (ex ·N5)

3∆x5 (ey ·N5)
3∆y5

(ex ·N6)
3 (ey ·N6)

3 (ex ·N6)
3∆x6 (ey ·N6)

3∆y6

 ·


∂xxu
∂yyv

∂x(∂xxu)
∂y(∂yyv)


(A9)

The non-dimensional Laplacians on the left are now to be read as that all stored local657

δ11u1e-values are included therein, see last remark in subsection 3.3. The distances from658

the cells to the edges ∆xi nd ∆yi are expressed with the help of the half dual edge length659

di660

(ex ·Ni)
3∆xi = (ex ·Ni)

4 di
2
γout,ic (ey ·Ni)

3∆yi = (ey ·Ni)
4 di
2
γout,ic (A10)

In practice, only the directional gradient reconstruction ∂x(∂xxu) is necessary for equa-661

tion (29).662

For the rhombi we had computed the directional Laplacians as if they were taken663

as a tangential derivative, and not directly in 2- or 3-direction, even though we assign664

them as δ22ue and δ33ue. But because we take these tangential derivatives of the tan-665

gential gradients twice, once from upper left to lower right, and once between lower left666

and upper right, we have to do the following computations also two times in order to catch667

both types of directions. In the case of rhombi, the tangential Laplacians of a normal668

velocity are the relevant measures669

∂yyu exeyey = ∂y(∂y(uex)ey)ey (A11)

∂xxv eyexex = ∂x(∂x(vey)ex)ex (A12)

∂ttue NeTeTe = ∂t(∂t(ueNe)Te)Te (A13)

Now, relevant projections are ηi = ey ·Ti, βi = ex ·Ti, γi = ey ·Ni, αi = ex ·Ni. With670

them, the Taylor expansion for a directional Laplacian in the center of a rhombus reads671 
δtt11ue1
δtt22ue2
δtt33ue3
δtt44ue4

 =


η21α1 β2

1γ1 η21α1∆y1 β2
1γ1∆x1

η22α2 β2
2γ2 η22α2∆y2 β2

2γ2∆x2
η23α3 β2

3γ3 η23α3∆y3 β2
3γ3∆x3

η24α4 β2
4γ4 η24α2∆y4 β2

4γ2∆x4

 ·


∂yyu
∂xxv

∂y(∂yyu)
∂x(∂xxv)

 (A14)
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The superscript tt signifies that we deal with tangential derivatives. The non-dimensional672

Laplacians on the left are now to be read as that all stored local δ22ue-values or δ33ue-673

values, respectively, are taken, see last remark in subsection 3.3. Finally, we need for our674

purposes only the tangential directional gradient ∂y(∂yyu). We distinguish between (i)675

the tangential gradients which are representing the 3-directions going from upper right676

to lower left, where only the 3-directed directional Laplacians form the left hand side,677

and (ii) the tangential gradients which are representing the 2-direction going from lower678

right to upper left, where only the 2-directed directional Laplacians form the left hand679

side in the Taylor expansion. The distances between the rhombus centers and the edges680

∆xi and ∆yi are directly obtained as great circle arcs on the sphere.681

Appendix B Open Research682

The shallow water code, relevants parts of the source code of the ICON-IAP model,683

and the raw data which are plotted in the figures are available from a zenodo repository684

(Gassmann, 2022).685
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